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Critical size of ego communication networks
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Abstract – With the help of information and communication technologies, studies on the overall
social networks have been extensively reported recently. However, investigations on the directed
Ego Communication Networks (ECNs) remain insufficient, where an ECN stands for a sub network
composed of a centralized individual and his/her direct contacts. In this paper, the directed ECNs
are built on the Call Detail Records (CDRs), which cover more than 7 million people of a provincial
capital city in China for half a year. Results show that there is a critical size for ECN at about
150, above which the average emotional closeness between ego and alters drops, the balanced
relationship between ego and network collapses, and the proportion of strong ties decreases. This
paper not only demonstrate the significance of ECN size in affecting its properties, but also
shows accordance with the “Dunbar’s Number”. These results can be viewed as a cross-culture
supportive evidence to the well-known Social Brain Hypothesis (SBH).
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Introduction. – The widespread of information and
communication technologies makes it convenient for peo-
ple to communicate with each other. In the meantime, the
social behaviors of users are much easier to be recorded
precisely. The accumulation of such digital communica-
tion records provides a new approach to study social net-
works, human dynamics and other related areas [1,2]. For
example, the Call Detail Records (CDRs) can be used to
study the human communication behavior and human mo-
bility [3–7]. Besides, the digital communication records
are perfect for analysing Ego Networks (ENs), which ex-
amine the ties connecting the target individual (ego) and
his/her direct contacts (alters) [8]. The studies on the
ENs can benefit us in understanding how humans orga-
nize their personal social networks [9]. Here, we focus on
the Ego Communication Network (ECN) from CDRs.

Most literatures focus on the structure and function of
the overall mobile communication networks [10–14]. For
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example, Onnela et al. [10] uncovered the existence of the
weak tie effects and further demonstrated its significance
to the network’s structural integrity by doing comprehen-
sive analyses of the weighted mobile communication net-
works. Nanavati et al. [11] revealed the Bow-Tie shape
of the mobile communication networks and proposed a
Treasure-Hunt model to picture the whole graph of tele-
com users according to the in-degrees and out-degrees.
Eagle et al. [12] found that it is possible to infer 95% of
friendships accurately based only on the mobile communi-
cation data in comparison with the self-report survey data.
Wu et al. [13] revealed the bimodal distribution in human
communication, which is composed of a generic Poisson
process in individual human behavior and a power-law–
like bursts through the interactions with other individuals.
Furthermore, Jiang et al. [14] argued that the inter-call du-
ration follows a power law distribution with an exponential
cutoff at the population level and a Weibull distribution at
the individual level. As illustrated above, much attention
has been paid to uncovering the overall features of mobile
communications networks.
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Apart from the overall analyses, some researchers also
considered the mobile communication networks from ego
perspective [15–17]. Miritello et al. [15] uncovered the
time constraints and communication capacity by study-
ing the individual’s communication strategies. Saramäki
et al. [17] showed that individuals have robust and distinc-
tive social signatures persisting overtime.

Ego network has long been an interesting topic in so-
cial science. For example, Dunbar [18] proposed the Social
Brain Hypothesis (SBH), which implies that the constraint
on the group size of primates arises from the information-
processing capacity, being highly correlated with the neo-
cortex size [19]. As to human society, the SBH suggests
that people can only maintain about 150 friends due to
their cognitive constraints [20,21]. The number 150 is thus
well known as “Dunbar’s Number”.

The results from the extensive studies of online
social networks turned out supporting “Dunbar’s
Number” [22–26], and they can also be seen as support-
ive evidences to the SBH theory. Arnaboldi et al. [22]
argued that the new technologies could not alter the way
people organize their social networks by analyzing the
Facebook and Twitter networks. Dunbar et al. [23] con-
cluded that the structure of online social networks mirrors
those in the off-line world. Zhao et al. [24] found that
there is still a magic upper limit of social relationships
at 200–300 for Facebook users. Moreover, Gonçalves
et al. [25] argued that Dunbar’s Number is 100–200 in
Twitter networks. Guo et al. [26] showed that one could
only maintain relationships with 65 people in a single city
based on the study of the New Orleans’ Facebook data.

Among all these diverse literatures, most studies paid
attention to either the properties of the overall network or
some particular features of the undirected ECNs, for ex-
ample the weight of the undirected link. In fact, ECNs are
intrinsically directed, and different communication direc-
tions have different social meanings. How to characterize
these differences and what are the correlations between
these different ECN properties and ECN sizes still need
further investigations.

In this letter, we study how the directed ECN proper-
ties are affected as the expanding of ECNs. Here ECNs are
built on CDR datasets, covering over 7 million people of a
provincial capital city in China for half a year. We mainly
focus on the average node strength, the attractiveness bal-
ance, and tie balance of directed ECNs in the analysis.
Empirical results show that once the ECN size exceeds a
critical value at about 150, the average emotional close-
ness drops, the attractiveness between ego and the net-
work changes significantly, and the proportion of strong
ties decreases. Interestingly, the critical sizes obtained
in this paper are very close to the well-known “Dunbar’s
Number” 150, which also provides a supportive evidence
to the SBH theory from a different cultural background.

Methods. – Mobile communication is useful in main-
taining social relationships [17,27]. Different from the

reciprocity nature of communication in life, mobile com-
munication is intrinsically directed. The directions of com-
munication are crucial in understanding the relationships
among people and the information diffusion process es-
pecially in the cyber social networks [28]. For example,
when A makes a call to a new contact B, it means A in-
tends to spend resources (e.g., time, money, and energy)
on maintaining the social relationship with B. In return, B
can either reply to A to establish a reciprocal relationship
or just ignore it. Thus the total number of out-contacts
can reflect the attractiveness of a network (represented by
A’s out-contacts including B) to an ego (A), while the to-
tal number of in-contacts can tell the attractiveness of an
ego (B) to the network (represented by B’s in-contacts in-
cluding A). As a result, the network directions can be used
to infer the directed attractiveness between an ego and the
network. No matter strong or weak, social relationships
can always help people to survive by providing material
support or information [27,29,30].

Based on the above considerations, we model the mo-
bile communication network as a directed weighted graph
G(V,E) with the number of nodes and links being |V | = N
and |E| = L, respectively. Here nodes represent mobile
users and the directed links represent the social relation-
ships among users. There are no self-connections and mul-
tiple links in this network. For a directed link lij from user
i to user j, the link weight is denoted as wij , which is the
number of calls that user i has made to user j. According
to the directions of communication, the alters are divided
into two sets for each ego, namely, the in-contact set Cin

i

and the out-contact set Cout
i . The sizes of Cin

i and Cout
i

are in-degree kin
i and out-degree kout

i , respectively. kout
i

represents the ECN size ego i maintains, and kin
i can re-

flect the influence of ego i. In this paper, we mainly focus
on kout, because it represents the number of alters an ego
intends to spend resources to maintain.

Link weight can reflect the emotional closeness between
mobile users [17,27]. In order to better observe the rela-
tionship between ego and alters, the average node weight
wi is introduced, which is defined as

wi =
1

kout
i

∑

j∈Cout
i

wij , (1)

where wij is the weight of link lij , and kout
i is the ECN

size. wi indicates the average emotional closeness between
an ego and the alters.

Starting from the definition of Cin
i and Cout

i , two ba-
sic questions arise. One is what the relationships between
egos and the network are, i.e., most of the users tend to
reach out for others or do they wait for being contacted. In
order to capture such relationships, we introduce the at-
tractiveness balance η. ηi for ego i is defined in a straight-
forward way:

ηi =
kin

i

kout
i

. (2)
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The attractiveness balance η = 1 indicates that the num-
ber of relationships from the network to an ego and the
number of relationships from the ego to the network are
the same, suggesting the balance of the attractiveness.
A larger η implies a stronger attractiveness of an ego,
whilst a smaller η refers to a weaker attractiveness.

The directions of network also distinguish the bidirec-
tional links (alters appear in both Cin and Cout) from
the unidirectional links (alters only appear in either Cin

or Cout). The reciprocal relationships are stronger than
the unidirectional relationships, thus they can be viewed
as strong ties and weak ties. Without loss of general-
ity, strong ties in this paper suggest reciprocal intentions
of forming the relationships thus have a larger chance to
provide mutual support than weak ties.

The second basic question is how people manage the
proportion of strong and weak ties within their ECNs.
In order to answer this question, we introduce the tie
balance θ, which is defined as the proportion of the bidi-
rectional alters. Mathematically, it reads

θi =
|Cin

i ∩ Cout
i |

|Cin
i ∪ Cout

i | . (3)

In fact, θi is the Jaccard distance [31] between Cin
i and

Cout
i . θ = 1 means the ego only have bidirectional alters

and θ = 0 means the ego only have unidirectional social
relationships. Most people can maintain a comparatively
stable θ so that they can preserve the balance between the
strong and weak ties within their ECNs.

To study the impacts of the ECN size on its proper-
ties, we investigate the changes of correlations between the
ECN properties (w, η and θ) and the ECN size kout. The
critical size of ECN (kout

c ) corresponds to the ECN size
where such correlations show different patterns for smaller
and larger ECNs. In order to determine the exact value
of kout

c , we calculate the absolute value of Pearson corre-
lation [32] between ECN properties and the ECN size. As
kout

i increases, the correlation ρi between the ECN sizes
that are smaller than kout

i and the corresponding ECN
properties is calculated. The extremum value of ρ always
indicates the transformation of the correlation between the
ECN property and the ECN size. The social meanings of
the critical sizes obtained from w, η and θ will be detailed
in the empirical results.

In preliminary summary, all the introduced metrics are
derived from the in-contact set Cin and out-contact set
Cout for each ego based on the directed nature of com-
munication networks. Among them, w characterizes the
average strength of the relationship between ego and alters
in Cout. Both η and θ describe the relationships between
Cin and Cout. η directly measures the size balance be-
tween Cin and Cout whilst θ measures the Jaccard distance
between these two sets. Further, we propose a method to
identify the critical size of ECN by calculating the corre-
lations between the ECN properties and the ECN size.

Table 1: Basic statistics of the mobile communication net-
works. Nt is the number of total users. Nl is the number
of the local users. Lt is the number of total links.

Time Nt Nl Lt

Jan. 6520121 751643 32521180
Feb. 6234877 742504 27600221
Mar. 6481767 783751 32720452
Apr. 6526250 777486 32383231
May. 6561107 787614 34119390
Jun. 6531076 787156 33461297

Data description. – The anonymous CDRs are col-
lected by mobile operators for billing and network traffic
monitoring. The basic information of the data set contains
the anonymous IDs of callers and callees, time stamps, call
durations, and so on. In this study, the data set is fur-
nished by one of the largest mobile operators in China.
And it covers 7 million people of a provincial capital city
in China for half a year from Jan. to Jun., 2014. Accord-
ing to the operator a user chooses, all the users within
this data set can be divided into two categories, namely,
the local users (customers of the mobile operator who pro-
vide this data set) and the alien users (customers from the
other mobile operator). The reason for such distinction is
that only a fraction of alien users’ communication records
are included within this data set, i.e. only local users have
enough data for building their ECNs. As a result, we will
derive the metrics of the users based on the whole data
set, while only focus on local users in the analyses. The
basic statistics of the mobile communication networks are
summarized in table 1.

Empirical results. – In this section, we mainly focus
on the average node weight, attractiveness balance, and tie
balance by investigating their correlations with the ECN
size. Without loss of generality, the data of January is an-
alyzed in the following experiments, and the rest of data
are used for verifying the results obtained. All the meth-
ods in processing and presenting data are the same for w,
η, and θ. Thus, we only describe these methods in study-
ing the correlation between w and kout, and discuss the
results for all of them.

Initially, we investigate the correlation between aver-
age node weight w and the ECN size. In fig. 1(a), the
2-dimensional distribution of kout and w is illustrated. As
the data points with the same kout are concentrated, we
use the mean value of w to represent all the data points
with the same kout. The correlation between w and kout is
illustrated in fig. 1(b). It can be seen that w and kout are
not related before some kout, suggesting that people tend
to have the same level of average emotional closeness with
their alters regardless of their ECN sizes. Nevertheless,
with the expanding of ECN, they are becoming negatively
correlated, meaning that the average emotional closeness
between ego and the alters decreases with the increase
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Fig. 1: (Color online) 2-dimensional distribution and the correlation between average node weight w and ECN size kout.
(a) 2-dimensional distribution for w and kout. The color represents the number of egos (nij) in log scale. (b) Correlation
between w and kout. The data are divided into bins with length 10 and the average value of each bin is presented. The error
bar corresponds to the standard deviation. (c) The critical size kout

c is identified as 161, where ρw reaches its minimum value.

Fig. 2: (Color online) 2-dimensional distribution and the correlation between attractiveness balance η and ECN size kout.
(a) 2-dimensional distribution for η and kout. The color represents the number of egos (nij) in log scale. (b) Correlation
between η and kout. The data are divided into bins with length 10 and the average value of each bin is presented. The error
bar corresponds to the standard deviation. (c) The critical size kout

c is identified as 121, where ρη reaches its minimum value.

of the ECN size. Taken all together, when an ego has a
smaller ECN than kout

c , ego has enough time and resources
to maintain the emotional closeness with the alters. Once
the ECN size surpasses kout

c , the ego cannot maintain the
the same level of close relationships, resulting in the de-
crease of the average node strength. In order to identify
such critical size, we calculate ρw and show the results in
fig. 1(c). ρw is high at first for lacking of data points.
With the increase of kout, ρw approaches the correlation
between w and kout, thus it drops when kout is less than
kout

c . As kout goes beyond kout
c , the correlation increases.

As a result, the minimum value corresponds to kout
c . For

w, the critical size of ECN is 161.
Furthermore, we investigate the correlation between

attractiveness balance and ECN size. In fig. 2(a), the
2-dimensional distribution of kout and η is illustrated. We
investigate the correlation between η and kout. The re-
sults are illustrated in fig. 2(b). The same pattern from
fig. 1(b) can be found here, where the attractiveness bal-
ance between ego and the network keeps at 1 before the
critical ECN size, meaning most people can maintain the
balance relationship with the network. When the ECN
size goes on increasing, people tend to have less in-coming

contacts. In general, most egos distribute their time and
resources in maintaining a balanced relationship when the
ECN size is smaller than kout

c , once their ECNs exceed
kout

c , egos have to decrease their attentions spending on
answering the in-coming contacts. In order to find the ex-
act critical ECN size, we calculate ρη and show the results
in fig. 2(c). Considering the attractiveness balance, the
critical size of ECN here is 121.

Last but not least, we study the correlations between
tie balance and ECN size. In fig. 3(a), the 2-dimensional
distribution of kout and θ is illustrated. The correlation
diagram is demonstrated in fig. 3(b), and the same pat-
terns from fig. 1(b) and fig. 2(b) appear again. Within
the critical size of ECN, egos can preserve a steady pro-
portion of strong ties regardless of the ECN size. When
egos go on increasing their ECN sizes, such proportion
will drop significantly. This means egos usually tend to
keep a balanced proportion of strong and weak ties if
they have enough time and resources in maintaining so-
cial relationships, once the resources are used up, they
have to decrease the strong ties at the expense of in-
creasing the ECN sizes. In order to identify the exact
value of kout

c , we calculate ρθ and the result is presented
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Fig. 3: (Color online) 2-dimensional distribution and correlation for tie balance θ and ECN size kout. (a) 2-dimensional
distribution for θ and kout. The color represents the number of egos (nij) in log scale. (b) Correlation between θ and kout.
The data are divided into bins with length 10 and the average value of each bin is presented. The error bar corresponds to the
standard deviation. (c) The critical size kout

c is identified as 151, where ρθ reaches its minimum value.

Fig. 4: (Color online) Critical sizes kout
c obtained from the

data of six months. The color bars mark the critical sizes of a
metric in different months. The dot and the error bar represent
the mean and standard deviation of the kout

c for each metric,
respectively. All the kout

c ’s are close to 150, which is the well-
known Dunbar’s Number.

in fig. 3(c). The critical size turns out to be 151 for tie
balance.

For a brief summary, the ECN properties are not related
to their sizes when they are less than kout

c . This means
that when the ECN sizes are smaller than kout

c , people
tend to organize their ECNs in a similar way with the
same level of average emotional closeness and structural
balance (attractiveness balance and tie balance). Once the
ECN size goes beyond kout

c , the average emotional close-
ness drops and the balanced structure collapses. kout

c ’s
are obtained by calculating ρw, ρη, and ρθ. The results
show consistency of about 150, which is close to the well
known “Dunbar’s Number”. In order to verify our find-
ings, we further calculate kout

c ’s for the other five months
from February to June, 2014. The results kout

c are shown
in fig. 4. It can be seen that the critical sizes of ECNs
persist over time, and they are close to the well-known
“Dunbar’s Number”. For a more intuitive understanding,
egos have to spend more cognitive resources in maintain-
ing their relationships as the ECN size increases. However,

the total amount of cognitive resources for an ego is lim-
ited, resulting in the reduction of ego’s average emotional
closeness with alters as well as the proportion of recipro-
cal contacts. All these empirical results suggest that ECN
size plays a crucial role in its organization and properties.

Conclusion and discussions. – In summary, we
have studied how the ECN size affects the properties of
the mobile communication networks from ego perspective
by investigating the correlations between average node
weight, attractiveness balance, tie balance and the ECN
size based on the directed graph built from CDR data of
about 7 million users. The results showed that once the
ECN exceeds a critical size, the emotional closeness drops
significantly, the balanced relationship between an ego and
the network collapses, and the proportion of strong ties
decreases. The critical sizes obtained from the data of
six months with different ECN metrics showed consistency
with “Dunbar’s Number”, which claimed that such limita-
tions came from the neocortex size of humans themselves.
The application of the directed model and the communi-
cation data of a city distinguish this research from the re-
lated works. Our findings can be viewed as a cross-culture
supportive evidence for the SBH theory.

In this paper, we focus on the relationships between the
ego and his/her direct contacts. In fact, the relationships
among his/her contacts also play a crucial role in under-
standing the structures of ego networks, thus they need
further investigations. As for future work, it is interesting
to explore the network structures of ECNs, considering
both link formations and node properties. Moreover, the
rapid development of information technologies makes it
possible to record more dimensions of personal communi-
cation data, thus enabling us to achieve a deeper under-
standing in how people organize their ego networks.
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